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	Learning Java by Building Android Games - Explore Java Through Mobile Game Development, 9781784398859 (1784398853), Packt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Acquaint yourself with Java and object-oriented programming, from zero previous experience
	
		Build four cool games for your phone and tablet, from retro arcade-style games to memory and education games, and gain the knowledge to design and create your own games too
	
		Walk through the fundamentals of building games and use that experience as a springboard to study advanced game development or just have fun



	Book Description


	Android is the fastest growing operating system (OS) with one of the largest installed bases of any mobile OS. Android uses one of the most popular programming languages, Java, as the primary language for building apps of all types. So, you should first obtain a solid grasp of the Java language and its foundation APIs to improve the chances of succeeding as an Android app developer.


	This book will show you how to get your Android development environment set up and you will soon have your first working game. The difficulty level grows steadily with the introduction of key Java topics such as loops, methods, and OOP. You'll then use them in the development of games. You will learn how to build a math test game, a Simon-like memory game, a retro pong-style game, and for the grand finale, a Snake-style, retro arcade game with real Google Play leaderboards and achievements. The book has a hands-on approach and is packed with screenshots.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Set up an efficient, professional game development environment in Android Studio
	
		Build your very own Android UI using easy to-use tools in Android Studio
	
		Add real-time interaction with Java threads and implement locking/handling screen rotation, pixel graphics, clicks, animation, sound FX, and many other features in your games
	
		Explore object-oriented programming (OOP) and design scalable, reliable, and well-written Java games or apps on almost any Android device
	
		Build and deploy a graphical pong-style game using advanced OOP concepts
	
		Explore APIs and implement advanced features such as online leaderboards and achievements using Google game services
	
		Make your game compelling to be the next big hit on Google Play market with a content update strategy and in-game marketing



	About the Author


	John Horton is a technology enthusiast based in UK. When he is not writing apps, books, or blog articles for Game Code School, he can usually be found playing computer games or indulging in a Nerf war.
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The Well-Grounded RubyistManning Publications, 2009
The Well-Grounded Rubyist takes you from interested novice to proficient practitioner. It's a beautifully written tutorial that begins with the basic steps to get your first Ruby program up and running and goes on to explore sophisticated topics like callable objects, reflection, and threading. Whether the topic is simple or tough, the...

		

Foundations of Cryptography: A Primer (Foundations and Trends in Theoretical Computer Science,)Now Publishers, 2005
The vast expansion and rigorous treatment of cryptography is one of the major achievements of theoretical computer science. In particular, concepts such as computational indistinguishability, pseudorandomness and zero-knowledge interactive proofs were introduced, classical notions such as secure encryption and unforgeable signatures were placed on...

		

Basic Engineering Circuit AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Basic Engineering Circuit Analysis, Ninth Edition maintains its student friendly, accessible approach to circuit analysis and now includes even more features to engage and motivate students.  In addition to brand new exciting chapter openers, all new accompanying photos are included to help engage visual...





	

Flash Professional CS5 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Master the latest version of Flash with this revised edition of a perennial bestseller


	Flash enables you to create animations and can also be used to build an interactive, multimedia Web site. Completely enhanced and revised, this must-have reference covers everything you need to know to learn and master the latest version...


		

ALGO TRADING CHEAT CODES: Techniques For Traders To Quickly And Efficiently Develop Better Algorithmic Trading SystemsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Algo trading and strategy development is hard, no question. But, does it really have to be so hard?The answer is "NO!" - if you follow the right approach, and get the right advice. Enter Champion Algo Trader Kevin Davey, and his book "Algo Trading Cheat Codes." In this groundbreaking book, Kevin reveals results of his...

		

Excel 2016 for Marketing Statistics: A Guide to Solving Practical Problems (Excel for Statistics)Springer, 2016

	This is the first book to show the capabilities of Microsoft Excel in teaching marketing statistics effectively. It is a step-by-step exercise-driven guide for students and practitioners who need to master Excel to solve practical marketing problems. If understanding statistics isn’t your strongest suit, you are not especially...
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